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Under botb static and common MAS conditions (< 15 kHz) the question of residual X-Y
heteronuclear decoupling can become a complicating factor in the analysis of various Nh4R results. In our -
lab the impact of 31P-nNa dipolar coupling on the observed 2%a Mz relaxation for a series of sodium
phosphate glasses was recently investigated by employing continuos wave 31Pdecoupling during the entire
pulse sequence. Initially these efforts were complicate by the inability to provide a gating pulse during the
data acquisition using the standard Bruker nomenclature, go=2, for the acquisition loop. A pulse sequence
to overcome these restrictions is given below. Our AMX400 instrument is configured with a 3 channel ~
MCI, but utilizes a linear AMT amplifier on the 3rdchannel (requiring gating pulse via the C4program call
during the entire time it is on). Tbe standard acquisition loop has been replaced by direct w% and aq
commands for data acquisition. Unlike the go=2 statement which does not allow a C4gating command to
be include~ these individual acquisition commands can all include distinct C4gating.

;hp_dect3
;Program for X Bloch decay with Y channel decoupling
;using linear amplifier on 3rd channel (requires C4gate)
;for use with MCI only

; AIam 6/99 - Sandia National Laboratories

;set
;pl =90 degree X pulse
;d3 = suitable dead time and suppression delay
;ns=2*n or 8*n

#include <fh> ; make sure ctlr is prepared
; for your transmitter setup

lze
do
dbo
tiOdlo dblo

2 dl db10 dbO
2UC4

3pl:fl:c4phl
2u:c4 cwb cw
d3:c4 phO:r
1UC4adc
aqK4
500U:U$

4rcyc=2ph31
2Udbo
2m do

5 100mwr#O
6 exit

; lH decoupier off
; Y Channel decoupler off
; First stage transmitters to low power
; Set decoupling power of Y channel and lH deeoupler
; prepulse gate
; 90 degree fl pulse
; Gate+ cw dewupling on Y channel and lH decoupling

~These statements replace“go=2ph31“

; Y decoupler off
; IH decoupler off

phO=O
phl=OOl 12233
ph31=OOl 12233

; db10Y channel decoupling power
; t10X channel power
; d10 lH decoupling power (if used)

‘ Sandia is a multiprogram laboratory operated by Sandia Corporation, a Lockheed Martin Company, for
the United States Department of Energy under Contract DE-AC04-94AL85000.
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